Leica Pegasus:Two
Ultimate
Mobile reality capture

Leica Pegasus:Two Ultimate – Seamless
360° images calibrated to the point cloud
The Leica Pegasus:Two Ultimate is the updated version of the Pegasus:Two, Leica Geosystem’s trusted mobile mapping
platform and removes the need for six camera stitching by incorporating two back-to-back cameras creating a 24 MP
360-degree image calibrated to the LiDAR profiler, enabling digital reality captures from car, train, or boat. To enable
faster processing at the office, a removable SSD allows to simply eject your data and walk into the office.

Improving Smart City applications bringing higher quality digital reality capture
City digitisation

Improved flexibility

Digitisation of city infrastructures, planning, and
resources is the foundation of the Smart City, the
Pegasus:Two Ultimate will enable your growth and ability
to offer the best solution for this market. Seamless
360° imagery calibrated to the digital point cloud will
help you to deliver easily realised data assets for a
future with autonomous vehicles. More sensor
expansion ports offer additional means to capture the
city in ones and zeros.

Increasing your working day - allowing capture in a
variety of lighting conditions and vehicle speeds - a
higher dynamic range is enabled by a large sensor to
pixel ratio and a dual-light sensors. Photogrammetry
and image quality is improved with the increased side
camera resolution of twelve mega pixels and onboard
JPEG compression.

SEAMLESS IMAGERY WITH 360° CAMERA
360° 24 MP camera system providing ‘stitching free images
Telescopic pole - enables easy storage to prevent damage
Point cloud colourised by 360° camera
Point cloud and 360° image can be viewed together as overlay

INCREASED FLEXIBILITY WITH EASIER DATA TRANFER
Additional sync ports to connect thermal imaging, multibeam sonar,
ground penetrating radar sensor
Additional camera ports for pavement cameras or additional side
cameras engaging target image capture on mileposts or tunnel walls
Removable solid-state Hard Disk with integrated USB 3.0 connection

INCREASED OF IMAGE QUALITY
3.0 x

2.3 x

Better

Sharper

RESOLUTION

DATA SHARING INDEPENDENT FROM WEB BROWSER
Access and share the data at anytime from anywhere from the clou to enable faster visualisation, data delivery and project invoicing.

PIXEL SIZE

Visualisation of captured data
Complete storage in the cloud
Point cloud rendered in any browser without need for plug-in
Images are calibrated to point cloud, can be used to navigate and measure

HIGHER IMAGE QUALITY WITH NEW SIDE CAMERAS
Thanks to the geometry of the possible stereo pairs, the upgraded systems
require less cameras, but offers significant imagine quality improvement.

Pegasus:Two

Pegasus:Two Ultimate

Side cameras deliver 8.0 FPS at 12 MP at 61° x 47° FOV
The maximum pixel size at 10 m is 3 mm
Adjustable pavement camera with 12 mm lense, enables targeted image
capture along a road or in a tunnel

Revolutionising the world of measurement and survey for nearly 200
years, Leica Geosystems creates complete solutions for professionals
across the planet. Known for premium products and innovative
solution development, professionals in a diverse mix of industries,
such as surveying and engineering, safety and security, building
and construction, and power and plant, trust Leica Geosystems
to capture, analyse and present smart geospatial data. With the
highest-quality instruments, sophisticated software, and trusted
services, Leica Geosystems delivers value every day to those shaping
the future of our world.
Leica Geosystems is part of Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B;
hexagon.com), a leading global provider of information technologies
that drive quality and productivity improvements across geospatial
and industrial enterprise applications.
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Leica Pegasus:Stream
Mobile reality capture

Leica Pegasus:Two
Mobile reality capture

Leica Pegasus:Backpack
Mobile reality capture

Leica ScanStation P30/P40
Because every detail matters
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Find buried object

Positioning
agnostic
High accuracy

Find buried objects

Examine density change

Generate new revenue streams

Experience no limits

Manage your assets

Maximise your resources with the fast
and efficient digital surveying sensor
platform Leica Pegasus:Two. Benefit
from the integrated workflow to cut

Generate multiple revenue streams from
one data set by adding additional
sensors to this mobile reality capture
platform with survey-grade output. The

Don’t limit yourself to any terrain by
using an entirely vehicle-independent
reality capture solution providing
calibrated imagery and point cloud data.

The Pegasus:Stream gives you the

The Leica Pegasus:Stream not only

Increase efficiency of water networks

The Leica Pegasus:Backpack enables

Create reality based 3D industrial

Make faster and better decisions

your time in the field by 30 - 50%.
Whilst getting high returns on your

option of fully automated data
extraction for state-wide projects and

Road surveying can be executed at
vehicle speed and precise georeference

complete picture for accurate and
current data collection, documentation
and management. With combined laser

makes buried objects visible but
uncovers potential dangers, such as
unintentionally damaging utility assets

and reduce revenue loss by measuring
density changes underground to
uncover leakages. With laser scanning

regular indoor data capture for efficient
and cost-effective building documentation,
milestone approval and payment

training environments and document
any site changes in 3D to better
understand the landscape you are

based on accurate data to develop
evacuation plans, map routes and be
informed of any area changes, even in

investment, you ensure that no critical
aspects of the site are missed and drive
the future of the industry.

semi-automated data extraction into
standard GIS interfaces, makes capturing
assets for budget planning, maintenance
scheduling and road quality easy.

cartography of railways, non-intrusive
preventative maintenance is made easy
whilst reducing surveying time and
balancing staff requirements.

Leica
Pegasus:Two
Mobile reality
capture

Leica Geosystems AG
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Find buried object

Increase your ROI

High accuracy

safe & fast

safe & fast

Positioning agnostic

Uncover network leakages

BIM documentation

Industrial training

Security & disaster response

scanning and imaging above and ground

when digging to minimise unnecessary

above and ground penetrating radar

validation. It delivers a complete as-built

operating in. Enhanced trajectory

pedestrian-only, underground or

penetrating radar below, you capture
the complete view of a targeted area at
the highest available accuracy. Mass

costs by avoiding utility outages. Unlike
sole cable locators, it can detect any
material, metal or otherwise, up to 10 m

below, you can potentially collect up to
100 km per day at 15 km/hr to
periodically inspects your complete

3D point cloud and image data set in an
authoritative and professional way,
bringing productivity for BIM to the next

calculation with SLAM technology for
indoor mapping purposes makes
updating 2D and 3D drawings easier

GNSS-denied zones. Cut down
response time and capture critical data
in disaster areas by efficiently mapping

digitisation of infrastructure assets has

underground whilst continuously flowing

network in a single pass providing

level and making indoor data capture

while adding the further value of

the area on foot to ultimately save

never been faster, more accurate and
safer for your crew.

with traffic to capture complete views
and without blocking the road.

accurate digital documentation for GIS
and CAD modelling.

easier than ever.

combining images and LiDAR.

lives and minimise damage.
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Mobile reality
capture

Leica Pegasus:
Backpack
Mobile reality
capture

The right choice
Whether you need a detailed as-built representation of a façade,
a 2D floor plan or 3D data for integration into Building
Information Modelling (BIM), real-time planning of architecture
and building projects with fast and accurate deliverables is
important. The new ScanStation laser scanners from Leica
Geosystems are the right choice, because every detail matters.

Reduced downtime
The extremely durable new laser scanners perform even under
the toughest environmental conditions, such as extreme
temperatures ranging from – 20°C to + 50°C and comply with the
IP54 rating for dust and water resistance.

High performance under harsh conditions
The Leica ScanStations deliver highest quality 3D data and HDR

Complete scanning solution
Leica Geosystems offers the new Leica ScanStation portfolio
as an integrated part of a complete scanning solution including
hardware, software, service, training and support. 3D laser

imaging at an extremely fast scan rate of 1 mio points per
second at ranges of up to 270 m. Unsurpassed range and angular

scanner data can be processed in the industry’s leading 3D
point cloud software suite, which consists of Leica Cyclone

accuracy paired with low range noise and survey-grade dual-axis
compensation form the foundation for highly detailed 3D colour

stand-alone software, Leica CloudWorx plug-in tools for CAD
systems and the free Leica TruView.

point clouds mapped in realistic clarity.

Leica ScanStation
P30/P40
Because every
detail matters

